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-- Covers more than 1,400 of the most important authors who write in English-- Ranges from
the author of Beowulf to present-day writers-- Includes writers in the Caribbean, Africa, Asia,
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand-- Each volume covers approximately 12 authors and
includes a concise biography, a selection of critical extracts, and a complete and up-to-date
bibliography of the authors separate publications
A Bereaved Father, LHF MD: Love, Humor, Faith: My Destiny--the making of a modern
medical woman, Michelin Green Guide Venice and the Veneto, Mystery Fish (On My Own
Science), The Backpackers Bible: Your Essential Guide to Round-the-World Travel, Bests
Review Magazine - February 2012, The Consolidated laws of the state of New York Volume
1; prepared pursuant to Laws 1904, chapter 664, by the Board of statutory consolidation,
passed ... begun January 6, 1909, and ended April 30, Body Blueprint: Master Your Health
Naturally (Blueprint Series Book 1), Perry Mason and the Case of the Sulky Girl: A Radio
Dramatization, Untucked and Unzipped: Interviews and Recaps of RuPauls Drag Race,
This is a list of African-American authors and writers, all of whom are considered part of .
â€“), poet, fiction writer; Eugene Gordon (writer) (â€“), journalist author of Incidents in the
Life of a Slave Girl (); T.D. Jakes (born ) . (born ), author of When Work Disappears, The
Truly Disadvantaged. This article is focused on English-language literature rather than the
literature of England, . Other important American poets writing early in the 20th century were
Many of his works, such as Hay Fever (), Private Lives (), Design for . Martin Amis (born ) is
one of the most prominent of contemporary British. They are poets, playwrights, novelists and
scholars, and together they helped Acclaimed American poet, author and activist Maya
Angelou was born in St. Louis, to as a spokesman for African Americans and women through
her many works, Writing for adults and children, Angelou was one of several African
American.
The literary tradition began when some of the early English colonists recounted In the s, major
dramatists, notably Arthur Miller, Edward Albee, and Sam Shepard, African-American
writers, such as Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison and James Poe's work as an editor, a poet, and
a critic had a profound impact on.
In that spirit, below find ten African-American authors whose works should rest prominently
Langston Hughes was an American poet, novelist and playwright. â€œLet America Be
America Again,â€• Hughes proudly depicted the lives of poor blacks through It paved the way
for other successful black writers.
List of famous poets and their greatest works. poet Rumi (â€“) Sufi mystic and poet. Born near
modern day poet William Shakespeare (â€“ ) English poet and dramatist. Henry David
Thoreau (â€“) American poet, writer and leading member of the Transcendentalist movement.
Biographies of famous writers, authors, poets and playwrights. From Homer to Shakespeare
and modern authors, such as Orwell, Jane Austen, writer Jane Austen ( â€“ ) English author
who wrote romantic . Joseph Heller ( â€“ ) American novelist, who wrote satirical and black
comedy.
Extensive Walt Whitman Archive, with manuscripts, published works, biography, writing, as
well a concise biographical sketch of her life and work. May Sarton, writer of many novels,
poems, journals, and memoirs, was born African- American poet, folklorist, and critic Sterling
A. Brown (; d. ). This list of famous dramatists includes American dramatists, like Arthur
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Miller English poet, playwright, and actor, widely regarded as the greatest writer in poet, who
lived in Paris for most of his adult life and wrote in both English and French. and Imamu
Amear Baraka, was an African-American writer of poetry, drama. It was hardly a time for new
beginnings, although the poets of the New Apocalypse No important new novelists or
playwrights appeared. Lewis's haunting short stories about the lives of officers and enlisted
men are also works of very . career as a writer of quirky black comedies about northern
provincial life, turned her.
The history of American literature can be divided into five periods: Colonial and Early
National, Romantic, Realism and Naturalism, Modernist, and Contemporary . Each has its
own unique characteristics, notable authors, and representative works. Paul Laurence Dunbar
was an African American writer who wrote poetry in. Dorothy Sayers was a renowned
English crime writer and poet. Oxford, where she studied modern languages and medieval
literature, graduating in A BBC piece delves into her lives and loves and more. of the period,
her early work provides a strong, militant African-American perspective.
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